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1 Chase Annie Dillard 2 About choosing a portrait of childhood beautifully captures the energy and idealism of youth. It originally appeared as a chapter in American Childhood (1987), which one reviewer described as less about coming to age than about coming to consciousness... 3 On the choice of the narrative of chasing yourself
(paras) is an excellent model for narrative writing. Dillard uses rhetorical devices such as asyndeton, repetition and the use of plural in paragraph 13 to change the narrative and make the chase seem endless. 4 Asindeton Asindeton - omission of connections between related positions, for example: I came, I saw, I won. 5 About Choice
Story is also a good example of how storytelling can be used in the service of a broader theme, with implications that go beyond the event narrated. Dillard does more than just tell a story; she makes an interesting remark about the death of enthusiasm. 6 Meaning What is Dillard's purpose in her essay? Dillard wants to show (report) how
an innocuous chase can take on epic proportions in a child's mind. She wants to point out the valuable qualities of childhood lost in adulthood: energy and sincerity. 7 Is the point of the persecutor's persistence seems reasonable to you, given the childish prank? No, this driver is exceptional, the only one who has ever left his car (par 9). 8
What does it mean that the stalker represents the narrator? The stalker is the only adult narrator encountered who knew what I thought only children who trained in football knew; that you have to throw yourself at what you are doing, you have to point yourself, forget yourself, aim, dive (par. 13). 9 Meaning How does her feelings for him
change after the chase ends, and why? At the end of the chase, he descends on the ground (par. 19), addressing the children in the banal, superficial tones of an ordinary adult. Dillard is disappointed by the gap between her ideals and reality. 10 Meaning Why did Dillard describe chewing, seemingly the object of the chase, as excessive,
just a formality, and not on the case (par. 19)? Nothing can live up to the glorious moment that was the chase. The stalker resumed the role of just another adult, parroting the words all adults are obliged to say at that moment. 11 Writing Strategy Why Dillard Opens His Story with Discussion of Football? Football is a metaphor for life in
history. From football to baseball and snowball throwing---basebol is the logical link between football and snowball throwing, in which throwing hands are very important. 12 Writing Strategy How does the game serve as a metaphor in history? The football metaphor points to the life lesson Dillard learned when playing sports. Whatever you
do, you have to decide by giving 100 percent yourself. 13 Writing Strategy Why Dillard interrupts the story of the chase with a huge discovery (par. It's an epiphany story where Dillard explains the greater importance the chase has been to take over. 14 Writing Dillard's strategy viewpoint, what of a seven-year-old girl, or that an adult writer
reflecting on her childhood experiences? Dillard's seamless narrative combines the clarity and sophistication of an adult translator with a childish view of events. 15 Writing Dillard's strategy is a story implicitly comparing and contrasting the child and adult image of looking at life. What are the differences Dillard implies? Adults are lazy and
accept shortcuts. Any normal adult would quit smoking, getting us on the run and made his point (par. 10). 16 Cont'd Unlike children playing football, adults do not want to throw themselves completely (par. 1) into things. With their normal righteous anger and ordinary common sense (par. 20), they fall prey to habit and routine. 17 Cont'd
Kids are ready to go all out; they know that life is all or nothing (par. 1). 18 Language Explain the contradiction: I got into trouble throwing snowballs, and have rarely been happier since (par. 2). Dillard portrays childhood as a time of confusion and contradiction. 19 Language What are other examples of paradox in paragraphs 5, 14 and
16? Children, playing together, demonstrate natural loneliness (couple 5). While being chased, they were immediately excited and dismayed (par. 14). 20 Cont'd The man chasing them is called our stalker, our kidnapper and our hero (par. 16). 21 Language What is the effect of the last essay sentence? This indicates how long and difficult
the chase has been, and helps bring the pursuer back to earth. It is also anticlimactic after a creative tale about the Panama Canal. This is a typical, banal adult question. The goal of Annie Dillard's writing Chase is to highlight the differences between children and adults. Dillard also wrote a story to entertain readers by telling the comic
experience of childhood. Her extensive descriptions of the chase lead the story to life so that the reader can experience her joy and excitement. The chase begins with Dillard recounting his experience of playing sports with neighborhood boys. She makes it clear that she was the only girl who played these sports because she was
considered a boy's hand, meaning she was good at throwing footballs and baseballs. She uses this introduction to create a basis for the chase. Dillard describes a snowy day in his neighborhood. She mentions how she and the neighborhood boys were throwing snowballs at cars when suddenly a snowball hit a man in the face. She
blames a direct hit on her excellent throwing hand. The following paragraphs explain how Dillard and the boys chased the man through the streets, through fences and through yards. Eventually, Dillard and her friend, Mike, are cornered by this man. While she expects something drastic she is shocked when a man simply declares: You
are stupid children. Relieved she will live to see another day, Dillard declares: Nothing requires so much from me because like being chased around Pittsburgh in the middle of winter - running in horror, exhausted - this holy, skinny, furious redhead who wanted to talk to us. The moral of her story is some experiences are worth the risk if a
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